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Small Faces, Big Dreams
Rebuffat Route, Aiguille du Midi SE Face, E1 5C

Alison Jane Hargreaves
Photographs 47- 49

Since the time when I was very small, I have read about the Alps, the routes, the
people, and the mountains; but until I actually arrived there, nothing really
meant a great deal to me. It was necessary for me to see the mountains themselves
to put together a full picture, and to see the routes which had been talked about.
Everyone must experience their 'first season', and just as surely each one of us
goes through similar experiences. Not until one has had a season there, whether
successful or not, does one realise how much one can actually learn, not only of
the Alps but especially about oneself Our forefathers and predecessors, tutors
and bookwriters have tried to explain how much an exploration it is, not only of
the wild and tranquil hills and mountains, but of our inner selves. To be away
from everyday comforts and the safety of home; to sleep in the open, fresh, cool air
of the mountains; to endure the heavy, tedious, load-carrying trudges and to
survive the fury ofalpine storms; all these lead to a deeper understanding.

For me, the initiation was to be in October 1983 - surely the most beautiful
time of the year - and this was preceded by an intensely concentrated few weeks
of training, both physical and mental, including running, for stamina, and
studying guide books, for possibilities. I was keen; keen, with the intensity of
selfishness and selfinterest. The gift often days ofbeautiful autumnal weather left
me no room for complaint.

Almost two-thirds of the way up the sun-baked SE face of the Aiguille du Midi,
my thoughts wandered....

There has been many a multi-pitch route that I have enjoyed where, as I
approached the last couple of pitches and the summit, my only emotions have
been a sense of relief and an urgency to get to the top. Not so on the Rebuffat
Route. Warmed by the glow of the sun, I felt a warmth throughout. It came not
just through my fingers on the rock; from deep inside came a greater warmth
my delight in the sun-baked granite. I remember thinking to myself, how I should
have been really happy to continue the route even ifit had been twice as long; I
was savouring it.

Standing at the base of the route I had wanted, in my enthusiasm, to lead all
the way. Having read so much about the superb quality ofChamonix granite, I
had been keen to experience it for myself. Feeling-a little out ofcharacter with the
history of the place, clipping on a chalk bag and lacing up rock boots, I had
glanced up at the party already installed on the first pitch in front of us equipped
with helmets, big boots and etriers. Often on routes, each pitch seems afterwards
to merge into the next in one continuous length; not so of the Rebuffat. The initial
pitch, although not technically very difficult, has a slightly committing feel about
it. An off-balance ramp leads up into the security ofa narrow chimney. Watching
the preceding French team nearly plummet off, along with etriers, I had been
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rather nervous to 'open'. This first pitch wasjust about enough to warm me up for
the second, which although a little short, is the free-climbers' crux pitch
(SC English). With the use ofmany pegs, the French were soon out ofsight round
the next small roof. For me it had not been'quite so simple: being ofslightly under
average height, the long reach required to get past the difficult crack had proved a
bit of a problem. It is overhanging and had been strenuous but short.
Reassuringly clipped into the many pegs, I was soon past the difficulty and it had
been possible to rest on a steep slab, secured with a rosy gritstoner's jam. Above,
firmly attached, and squatting under the next roof taking in rope, I knew that I
was mentally, if not technically committed to the climb and really looking
forward to the next pitch, the'S' crack. Having heard so many tales about it, I
had been interested to see ifit could live up to my expectations....

Easing myself around the left side of the roof, I was confronted by a thin
heavily-pegged crack, curving its way up and across a fine slab, in the elegant
form of an'S'. My delight in winding my way steadily up it was real, and I was
keen for my companion, too, to savour and relish the crack - and to pose for my
photography. With a crystal clear sky of blue glinting the orange glow on the
granite, it had felt almost as though the day had been made for the climb.

The English guidebook here says 'V/A I, leading from a crack, across a slab, to
belay, and then to surmount another roof to lead to a second ledge'. The
crack-ramp was straightforward. I paused for a moment; prospect ofa good hold;
just a few feet to the left; an enormous stretch; a bit ofa teeter; a sigh of relief; and
no longer was it A I. Thrutching round the following roofled me on to arrive at a
superb ledge. Had we been carrying food, it would have been ideal for an
afternoon picnic. The only problem to deal with now, however, was the thinning
of socks to allow for expansion of sun-roasted feet ..Haste; another glance at the
topo; then off again to explore the next pitch. A del'ightful corner; steep cracks;
and then a couple of rambling pitches. An unfortunate wrong choice of slightly
steeper, better quality climbing, and lots of cracks led us to the wrong side of the
final summit block!

The, quickly descending autumnal sun, and the consequent loss of warmth,
urged on our rapid multiple-abseil descent back down to the sacks. There we
changed our boots and strapped on crampons, shouldered sacks and coiled the
ropes, knowing that all that remained was a short plod back to the top of the Midi
up a fine snow arete.

Since it was autumn, the last telepherique to Chamonix left early. All the time
wanting to return for another route on the morrow, we tried to show signs of
dismay as we questioned whether we had missed it, but our sacks contained all
the necessary bivvy gear and stoves. Glowing and content, knowing there were
still the 'Mazeaud' and the 'Contamine' routes to do, I settled down to a sociable
French evening with a bowl-full of workman's potage.
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